{"id":18296,"date":"2023-01-29T12:24:20","date_gmt":"2023-01-29T12:24:20","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/?p=18296"},"modified":"2023-05-31T09:48:26","modified_gmt":"2023-05-31T09:48:26","slug":"how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/","title":{"rendered":"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online?"},"content":{"rendered":"\n<p>If the file size is too big, it becomes challenging to handle it. Not only does it take longer to upload or download the document, but programs will sometimes have trouble reading the file. You\u2019re looking at longer loading times and more challenges when sharing the file with other parties. Email services place limits on attachment sizes, and this can be reached quite easily. It\u2019s especially problematic if you need to send multiple files, as is often the case in the business world.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Compressing a PDF means you\u2019re reducing the file size to a more manageable size. Compression is especially useful in documents that have hundreds of pages, like legal documents, or contain images. It also makes it easier to share several files at once, like company policies, legal contracts, and more.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2>Why Are PDFs Good for Compressing?<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>PDF documents are excellent for compressing because the correct tool can reduce the size within seconds. The best online compression tool will ensure your file doesn\u2019t lose any quality when compressed, and you can easily share it with other parties.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>You also won\u2019t have to worry about damaging the file outline, as PDFs preserve the document\u2019s integrity and formatting, even after being compressed. Even if the file contains an image, you don\u2019t need to worry about pixelation or other losses in quality since it\u2019s a lossless document format.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2>Best PDF Editing Tool<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>PDFplatform is a free web-based PDF editing site. There are multiple features available on this website that you can access from any device with an internet connection. One of the features available is the compression tool, which can reduce the size of any PDF within seconds without any quality loss. You\u2019ll also find the following useful features.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Split<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>The <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/split\">Split<\/a> tool <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-do-i-split-a-pdf-into-multiple-documents-without-acrobat\/\">splits a document into multiple smaller files<\/a> as needed. If your file is too large, or you only want certain sections in a specific document, you can split the document anywhere you want.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Merge<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>The <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/merge\">Merge<\/a> tool lets you combine several PDFs into a single file within seconds. You can add multiple PDFs together and even choose the page order.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Edit<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>This section offers various tools, from reordering or rotating pages to deleting unnecessary pages from your PDF. You can also edit or add text and images to your PDF using this tool.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Convert<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>There are several conversion options, either converting from a PDF to another format or another format into a PDF.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Security<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p><a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/protect\">Protecting your PDF<\/a> with an encrypted password is easy using the Lock tool, as is removing a password using the <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-unlock-a-pdf-online\/\">Unlock tool<\/a>. Both these tools are fast to use and ensure you can enjoy better security with your files.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Sign<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>You can <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-do-i-electronically-sign-a-pdf-document-without-scanning\/\">sign any PDF document online<\/a> using the electronic signature tool. Create an electronic signature using the Draw or Type tool, save it to your device, and eSign any online documents within minutes.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2>How to Reduce PDF File Size Online?<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>While many tools are available that reduce your file size, you need to ensure you have one that preserves the document\u2019s quality. PDFplatform not only ensures you enjoy the file\u2019s original quality after compression, but it\u2019s also highly user-friendly. The following steps show you how to reduce the PDF&#8217;s file size with a few simple steps.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3>Step 1: Access PDFplatform and choose Compress PDF<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Navigate to the online platform using your device\u2019s browser. Once you\u2019re on <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/\">PDFplatform<\/a>, you can choose the \u201cCompress\u201d heading in the website\u2019s header or scroll down the page. Click on the \u201cTry it for free\u201d button under the box labeled Compress PDF.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-image size-large\"><img loading=\"lazy\" width=\"1024\" height=\"496\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/pdf-interface-1024x496.png\" alt=\"pdfPlatform Interface\" class=\"wp-image-17979\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/pdf-interface-1024x496.png 1024w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/pdf-interface-300x145.png 300w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/pdf-interface-768x372.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/pdf-interface.png 1339w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 1024px) 100vw, 1024px\" \/><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<h3>Step 2: Choose the file to compress<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Drag and drop your chosen PDF into the box, or click on the green \u201cSelect files\u201d button. You can choose the file you want to compress from your local device. Note that you can only select and compress one file at a time.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-image size-large\"><img loading=\"lazy\" width=\"1024\" height=\"354\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online-1024x354.png\" alt=\"Compress PDF: Uploading Files\" class=\"wp-image-17918\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online-1024x354.png 1024w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online-300x104.png 300w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online-768x265.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online-1536x530.png 1536w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/Compress-PDF-Files-Online.png 1810w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 1024px) 100vw, 1024px\" \/><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<h3>Step 3: Benefit from a reduced file size<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>After choosing the PDF, it\u2019ll automatically start compressing the document. Once done, you can click the \u201cDownload\u201d button to download the compressed file to your device\u2019s Downloads folder. You can also see the new file size and the compression percentage from the original size to the new one.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-image size-full\"><img loading=\"lazy\" width=\"901\" height=\"296\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/compression-result.png\" alt=\"Compression Result\" class=\"wp-image-18006\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/compression-result.png 901w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/compression-result-300x99.png 300w, https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2022\/11\/compression-result-768x252.png 768w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 901px) 100vw, 901px\" \/><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<h2>Final Thoughts<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>Reducing file size is extremely simple when using the correct compression tools. Add an image or extra fonts to your document without worrying about the file size, as you can easily compress it to become a more manageable size. Using three simple steps, you can reduce your PDF for free online. We often see people wary of reducing the file size since they don\u2019t want to lose file quality after reducing the size.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>However, PDFplatform ensures that no loss of quality occurs when you compress a PDF file. Along with several other excellent features, this site provides a user-friendly interface allowing you to compress any PDF within seconds. Try out PDFplatform if you need a quick and simple solution for oversized PDFs.<\/p>\n\n\n  <section class=\"post-container block-faq\">\n          <h2 class=\"h3 mb-15em block-faq__title\">\n        FAQs      <\/h2>\n        <ul>\n              <li class=\"block-faq__item\">\n          <h3>\n            <button class=\"h5 block-faq__item-title\" type=\"button\" data-toggle=\"collapse\"\n                    data-target=\"[data-block-faq-item='faq-66156f5b8d625-0']\" aria-expanded=\"false\"\n                    aria-controls=\"[data-block-faq-item]\">\n              How to reduce the MB wize of a PDF?            <\/button>\n          <\/h3>\n          <div class=\"collapse\" data-block-faq-item=\"faq-66156f5b8d625-0\">\n            <div class=\"block-faq__item-tagline\">\n              <p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">You can quickly reduce your PDF size using an online compression tool like PDFplatform. Many software only requires you to choose your file, and the compression will commence automatically. These tools will reduce your document to a more manageable MB size.<\/span><\/p>\n            <\/div>\n          <\/div>\n        <\/li>\n              <li class=\"block-faq__item\">\n          <h3>\n            <button class=\"h5 block-faq__item-title\" type=\"button\" data-toggle=\"collapse\"\n                    data-target=\"[data-block-faq-item='faq-66156f5b8d625-1']\" aria-expanded=\"false\"\n                    aria-controls=\"[data-block-faq-item]\">\n              Can I reduce the PDF size by 50%?            <\/button>\n          <\/h3>\n          <div class=\"collapse\" data-block-faq-item=\"faq-66156f5b8d625-1\">\n            <div class=\"block-faq__item-tagline\">\n              <p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Yes, if you\u2019re using premium compression tools like Adobe Acrobat, you can choose the percentage you\u2019re reducing the file size by when using the software. However, free tools like PDFplatform will calculate and compress documents automatically while preserving the original quality.<\/span><\/p>\n            <\/div>\n          <\/div>\n        <\/li>\n              <li class=\"block-faq__item\">\n          <h3>\n            <button class=\"h5 block-faq__item-title\" type=\"button\" data-toggle=\"collapse\"\n                    data-target=\"[data-block-faq-item='faq-66156f5b8d625-2']\" aria-expanded=\"false\"\n                    aria-controls=\"[data-block-faq-item]\">\n              What increases a PDF\u2019s size?            <\/button>\n          <\/h3>\n          <div class=\"collapse\" data-block-faq-item=\"faq-66156f5b8d625-2\">\n            <div class=\"block-faq__item-tagline\">\n              <p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">The main thing that raises a PDF document\u2019s size is if the file contains one or more images. A color image with a high resolution significantly adds to your overall document size. Another factor can be if you have several fonts embedded and subset in the document.<\/span><\/p>\n            <\/div>\n          <\/div>\n        <\/li>\n          <\/ul>\n  <\/section>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>If the file size is too big, it becomes challenging to handle it. Not only does it take longer to upload or download the document, but programs will sometimes have trouble reading the file. You\u2019re looking at longer loading times and more challenges when sharing the file with other parties. Email services place limits on [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":16996,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[3],"tags":[],"acf":[],"yoast_head":"<title>How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? - PDFplatform Blog<\/title>\n<meta name=\"description\" content=\"Description: \ud83c\udf40 How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? \ud83d\ude80 Articles from https:\/\/pdfplatform.com.\" \/>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? - PDFplatform Blog\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"Description: \ud83c\udf40 How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? \ud83d\ude80 Articles from https:\/\/pdfplatform.com.\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"PDFplatform Blog\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2023-01-29T12:24:20+00:00\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:modified_time\" content=\"2023-05-31T09:48:26+00:00\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:image\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2021\/06\/BP_-How-to-Know-Whether-to-Use-Ideal-Customer-Profiles-or-Buyer-Personas-\u2014-\u043a\u043e\u043f\u0438\u044f-05.png\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:width\" content=\"2501\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:height\" content=\"1314\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:type\" content=\"image\/png\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"main_user\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"main_user\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"5 minutes\" \/>","yoast_head_json":{"title":"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? - PDFplatform Blog","description":"Description: \ud83c\udf40 How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? \ud83d\ude80 Articles from https:\/\/pdfplatform.com.","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? - PDFplatform Blog","og_description":"Description: \ud83c\udf40 How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? \ud83d\ude80 Articles from https:\/\/pdfplatform.com.","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/","og_site_name":"PDFplatform Blog","article_published_time":"2023-01-29T12:24:20+00:00","article_modified_time":"2023-05-31T09:48:26+00:00","og_image":[{"width":2501,"height":1314,"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/app\/uploads\/sites\/2\/2021\/06\/BP_-How-to-Know-Whether-to-Use-Ideal-Customer-Profiles-or-Buyer-Personas-u2014-u043au043eu043fu0438u044f-05.png","type":"image\/png"}],"author":"main_user","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"main_user","Est. reading time":"5 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/","name":"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? - PDFplatform Blog","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/#website"},"datePublished":"2023-01-29T12:24:20+00:00","dateModified":"2023-05-31T09:48:26+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/#\/schema\/person\/64676df4951e20b10e695cb0b69f5e60"},"description":"Description: \ud83c\udf40 How to Reduce PDF File Size Online? \ud83d\ude80 Articles from https:\/\/pdfplatform.com.","breadcrumb":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/#breadcrumb"},"inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/"]}]},{"@type":"BreadcrumbList","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/how-to-reduce-pdf-file-size-online\/#breadcrumb","itemListElement":[{"@type":"ListItem","position":1,"name":"Home","item":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/"},{"@type":"ListItem","position":2,"name":"How to Reduce PDF File Size Online?"}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/","name":"PDFplatform Blog","description":"Articles about PDF Creation, Editing, and Conversion","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/#\/schema\/person\/64676df4951e20b10e695cb0b69f5e60","name":"main_user","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/ea91c75fd4d83c10447c5eef51a44888?s=96&d=mm&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/ea91c75fd4d83c10447c5eef51a44888?s=96&d=mm&r=g","caption":"main_user"},"sameAs":["https:\/\/microappblog.com\/wp"],"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/user\/main_user\/"}]}},"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/18296"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=18296"}],"version-history":[{"count":3,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/18296\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":18455,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/18296\/revisions\/18455"}],"wp:featuredmedia":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media\/16996"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=18296"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=18296"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfplatform.com\/blog\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=18296"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
